
Coyote and House Cat

Coyote licked his chops. The fat rabbit he’d just eaten pressed comfortably against his ribs. The night was still

young and Coyote was feeling frisky. He took a detour, following a street that edged the wild. Several more streets

and many turns later, he came to a house where lived a very fat, very saucy house cat. Coyote had been after the cat

for years, longing to make a meal of him.

The house that House Cat lived in was on a corner. One street bordered the front and was full of houses on both

sides. The other street–one way went down into the city, the other way was just a few short steps from an

undeveloped wash. Coyote lived just up the wash and two hills over.

House Cat’s back yard came right up to the street and was bordered by a tall chain link fence. When Coyote had

first come across the cat, he had bloodied his paws trying to dig under the cat’s fence. But House Cat belonged to

clever owners who buried the chain link fence deep below the ground.

The whole time Coyote had been digging, House Cat sat in his yard, near the door to the house, making rude

comments about Coyote.

Wounded in form and pride, Coyote had vowed to one day get the cat.

Coyote often made the detour to that house, but he never found a way inside the yard. House Cat would sit in his

yard, confident in his people’s fence. Sometimes Coyote would find House Cat sitting on a window sill inside the

house, watching the world outside. Coyote liked it best when House Cat was in the window. He could get very, very

close to House Cat then and it made him feel as if he had a chance of success.

This night Coyote found House Cat in the yard. House cat preened his bright fur and only jumped a little when

Coyote attacked the fence.

Coyote laughed his wheezy laugh at House Cat for jumping in fright. “Made you jump.”

House Cat turned a large yellow-green eye on Coyote, “Only because you disturbed my relaxing evening with

all that noise.” House Cat picked up a paw and resumed his bath.

Coyote lost his snickering laugh. In his most wheedling voice he coaxed, “House Cat your fur is so lovely.

Perhaps you could move closer so that I can get a better look?”

House Cat again turned his shrewd eyes on Coyote. He stared for a moment and then stood up. He sashayed five

feet over and stood in the light of the backyard night light. Now it was as if House Cat was being displayed under a

spotlight. Coyote growled low with impatience. He was hungry again now and House Cat would be a delicious

meal.
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House Cat, after making a circle to show off in the light, sat with his tail twirling contentedly around his legs.

The cat thought he was safe, but Coyote was not done yet.

“House Cat you move so beautifully, perhaps you would take a turn about your yard so that I may admire your

graceful form?”

House Cat stared before replying, “I think I shall walk across the yard and go inside. I’m bored with the

company I find out here.”

House Cat lifted his bulk and moved towards his personal door within the regular door to the house. He stopped

when he heard a cackling laugh. Coyote and House Cat both turned to look up to see what creature was laughing

now.

Hawk had silently alighted onto the top of the fence. The branches of a large, old oak tree flowed over the fence

in some places. It was the tree where Hawk made his home. Usually he would be sleeping at this time, but when he

heard the exchanges between House Cat and Coyote he would always watch and listen. It was very entertaining.

He usually stayed on his perch and observed, but the night was warm and he wasn’t ready to sleep, so he came

down for a closer look.

“Isn’t this bed time for you?” Coyote said to Hawk.

“Usually, yes. However, the exchanges between you and the fat cat are often quite funny. I came down in order

to see and hear better.”

“Oh yay, an audience,” House Cat said drolly.

“It is especially entertaining to watch as the coyote, in this case, has no chance of catching his prey.” Hawk

turned one big yellow eye on Coyote. “You must face up, sir, the fat cat is just too smart for you.”

Coyote instinctively wanted to growl. Imagine! Coyote being insulted by a light-headed bird. Sure it was a

hunting bird, but he could only catch small rodents and voles. That thought led Coyote to an idea.

Coyote hung his head low. “I know you are right Hawk, but you can’t blame a hunter for trying.”

Hawk responded, “Well, no. A hunter must hunt, that is what we do.” House Cat made curious by the spectacle

of Hawk talking hunting with Coyote, wandered closer. “I would never blame you for trying to eat such a delicious

looking cat.”

House Cat eyed them both warily. “Yet you are such a better hunter than me,” Coyote said pathetically. “Your

wings take you high and speed you along faster than fast.”
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“Well, yes, I am gifted,” Hawk said smugly making a curious dip of his head, almost as if he meant to preen but

thought better of it.

“Gifted! Yes that is the word for it. Flying so high in the sky, then whoosh! Sweeping down on your prey and

snapping them up.”

Hawk seemed to get lost for a moment in the delight of the hunt. House Cat knew Coyote was up to something

and had already completely hoodwinked Hawk. His instinct said that he should go inside, but his interest could not

be satiated by running.

“That is the delight of my life,” said Hawk. “Isn’t it a wonderful thing that I am quite good at it.”

“Ah yes,” said Coyote enthusiastically. “It’s a shame, though, that you can only take such silly, small creatures.”

“Well, I . . . that’s what I eat,” mumbled Hawk.

“But mice are so easy to catch. All they do is scurry . . . I wouldn’t even call it running really.”

Hawk shifted uncomfortably on his perch. House Cat smiled inwardly. This was so much more fun than when he

spoke with Coyote. He had to always be on the defensive. Now he could be entertained, just watch and admire his

cleverness.

Coyote sat on his haunches and looked thoughtful, “You look so majestic as you hunt with your graceful wings.

Perhaps that is why you only choose creatures than are so much smaller than you, to look more noble.”

“Well, I never,” Hawk said indignantly. “I hunt what I hunt. That is enough.”

“But is it?” Coyote continued. “Have you ever really hunted something that could think?” Coyote looked Hawk

over thoroughly. “Have you even hunted something bigger than a mouse?”

Hawk ruffled his feathers in annoyance. “Of course I have. Afterall, I am an accomplished hunter.”

“Oh yes, you are the most accomplished hunter I have ever seen,” Coyote placated. “However, have you ever

hunted, say . . . oh, I don’t know. A squirrel, down at the park?”

“Well,” Hawk began mumbling.

“I mean, they are three times the size of a mouse, but still smaller than you. And for all their chattering, they

aren’t very clever. Not like you.”

House Cat had an inkling of where this was going and he knew he should leave now, but this was so very

entertaining.

“Of course I’ve caught squirrel. Despite all that fluff, they are quite delicious.”
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“I knew that must be the case, as you are such a magnificent hunter. Have you ever successfully hunted anything

clever? An animal such as me? Or as House Cat?”

Hawk looked down on Coyote as if he were stupid, “Of course I haven’t hunted coyote. You are too big for me to

lift.”

Coyote pointed his snout briefly at House Cat. “What about House Cat? Have you ever hunted cat?”

House Cat distinctively did not like where this was going and began to back away.

“Well, no, not really.”

“What? But they are so easy to catch when they are not in cages like this one.” Coyote said encouragingly.

“Despite all their cleverness. And, I must say,” he added condescendingly, “they are quite delicious. Worth the

effort, really.”

“I could take a cat anytime I liked,” Hawk said impatiently, “I just have never chosen to do so.”

“Really?” Coyote chided, “Or is it just that you can’t catch one and are afraid of hurting your pride?”

Hawk squawked and flew off into the sky in a blur of wings.

“Nice try Coyote. I knew what you were trying to do, but all you’ve succeeded in doing is offending Hawk,”

House Cat said churlishly.

Coyote, still playing his game, said, “Sadly it appears so. I very much wanted to make a meal of you tonight.

After all this talking, I’m starving.”

House Cat, satisfied with himself, said, “Well, you tried your best. But you aren’t as clever as you think you

are.”

But Coyote knew better. He looked at the cat, hunger in his eyes. House Cat obviously didn’t know how Hawk

hunted. Hawk flew very high and then dove in at his prey.

A piercing shriek tore through the air. House Cat froze, just feet from the edge of the fence. Not knowing exactly

where the hawk shriek had come from, he dashed towards the house. But it was too late.

Hawk swooped down and using the cat’s own momentum, grabbed him in his talons and glided higher. Coyote

dashed along the back of the fence and positioned himself.

Hawk, firmly grasping the stunned House Cat in his talons, used all his wing strength to pull away from the

ground. House Cat was just too heavy. Coyote had guessed rightly that Hawk and House Cat weighed about the

same.
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Awkwardly, Hawk struggled to get House Cat over the fence, furiously flapping his wings, but he crossed it too

low. House Cat knocked into the top of the fence. Hawk had no choice but to let the cat go, or he would plummet to

the ground with the cat.

Hawk released House Cat and soared into the night sky, screeching the whole way. Coyote was positioned

perfectly for the fall. House Cat dropped right into Coyote’s open jaws.

Coyote was very full as he ambled home that night. Satisfied both in hunger and in pride.
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